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Abstract

Temporally graded retrograde memory loss, with a disproportionate impairment of recent relative to remote memories,
is considered a hallmark of medial temporal lobe amnesia. According to consolidation theory, the hippocampal
complex, which includes the hippocampal formation, parahippocampal gyrus, the entorhinal and perirhinal cortex, plays
a time-limited role in memory, needed only until consolidation in the neocortex is complete (Squire, Psychological
Review 1992; 99: 195–231). Recent support for this theory comes from findings of a reverse gradient in people with
semantic dementia with neocortical degeneration but a relatively preserved hippocampal complex (Hodges and Graham,
Neuropsychologia 1998; 36: 803–25). Consolidation theory is challenged by evidence that remote autobiographical
memory is not always spared in amnesia (Nadel and Moscovitch, Current Opinion in Neurobiology 1997; 7: 217–27) and
that semantic memory becomes highly personalized in semantic dementia (Snowden et al., Memory 1995; 3: 225–46).
According to Nadel and Moscovitch, the hippocampal complex is needed to retain and retrieve detailed memories of
autobiographical episodes no matter how old they are. To test consolidation theory against the opposing view, we
investigated the role of the hippocampal complex in recent and remote autobiographical and personal semantic
memory by contrasting the memory of a semantic dementia patient, EL, with that of an amnesic patient, KC, using
family photographs as recall cues. KC demonstrated a complete loss of autobiographical episodes with a sparing of
autobiographical facts; EL demonstrated well-preserved memory for episodes with a reverse gradient for personally
relevant names. The influence of autobiographical significance on memory for names of public figures was examined
further by comparing the effect that familiarity and recollection had on recognition of names of famous people and
famous places. EL’s memory was influenced by autobiographical significance, whereas KC’s was not. We propose that
the hippocampal complex plays a permanent role in the storage and retrieval of autobiographical episodes and that
autobiographical significance may affect semantic representations.

Introduction

Research on the neuropsychology of retrograde amnesia has and McCarthy, 1988; Hodges and McCarthy, 1995; Kapur,
1999). By comparing the patterns of memory loss observedimportant implications for understanding the organizational

structure of long-term memory and the neural mechanisms among patient populations, researchers hope to uncover the
cognitive principles that govern the categorization of long-mediating memory storage and retrieval. Whereas anterograde

amnesia involves an impaired ability to learn new information term memories and that determine the nature of their inter-
relationships. Furthermore, this comparative approach isand to store new memories, retrograde amnesia refers to the

loss of memories acquired prior to the onset of brain damage useful in developing a functional–anatomical model of the
brain mechanisms mediating long-term memory storage. Inor disease. The types of memories that are selectively

preserved or impaired are not consistent across all patients keeping with this approach, the purpose of the present study
was to investigate episodic and semantic memory in a personwith retrograde memory loss. Rather, patterns of spared

ability and deficit have been found to vary systematically with semantic dementia and to compare them with those of
a person with amnesia who has bilateral medial temporalbetween distinct patient populations, depending on the

specific lesion site and the extent of brain damage (Warrington lobe lesions.
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One particularly influential model that has emerged from equally severe loss of all remote memories, except for the
ones acquired most recently which were relatively spared.extensive clinical and experimental research proposes that

the hippocampus and adjacent structures in the medial tem- Despite some evidence to suggest that semantic memory
for famous names, public events and personal facts undergoesporal lobe, which include the entorhinal, perirhinal, and

parahippocampal cortex, form a distinct system or module, consolidation, eventually becoming hippocampally independ-
ent (but see Fujii et al., 2001), the status of this model as itthe hippocampal complex, responsible for the acquisition of

new memories and their consolidation into a permanent store applies to autobiographical episodes is under debate (see Van
der Linden et al., 1992; Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997;(e.g. Damasio, 1989; Squire, 1992; Squire et al., 1992;

Alvarez and Squire, 1994; McClelland et al., 1995). Moscovitch and Nadel, 1998). In reviewing the evidence,
Nadel, Moscovitch and Fujii noted that retrograde amnesiaConsolidation is thought to be a gradual process necessary for

the integration of newly acquired information with previously can extend back decades and sometimes shows no temporal
gradient (for earlier retrieval deficit explanations of retrogradestored memories in the neocortex. The hippocampal complex

receives input from the regions of polymodal and association amnesia see Sanders and Warrington, 1971; Warrington,
1982, 1996; Shallice, 1988). Furthermore, the consolidationneocortex that are involved in the initial perceptual processing

of the incoming information. This system is thought to play theory is unable to account for observations that semantic
knowledge tends to become highly personal and idiosyncratica time-limited role in memory consolidation either by binding

together these novel perceptual experiences into coherent in semantic dementia. The latter finding is important in that
it suggests that recency may not be the only critical factormemories (e.g. Moscovitch, 1992, 1995; Murre, 1997) or,

alternatively, by temporarily storing condensed versions of insulating memories from disruption following neocortical
degeneration in semantic dementia (Snowden et al., 1994,these newly acquired memories (e.g. Alvarez and Squire,

1994; McClelland et al., 1995). With time, recently acquired 1995, 1996).
To account for the evidence, Moscovitch and Nadel pro-long-term memories become less and less dependent upon

this hippocampal module as they are consolidated within the posed a multiple trace theory of memory, arguing that the
hippocampal complex is needed to recover detailed memoriesneocortex (e.g. Squire, 1992; Alvarez and Squire, 1994).

Thus, according to the standard consolidation theory, the of autobiographical episodes no matter what their age
(Moscovitch and Nadel, 1998). In this view, the memoryrecall of post-consolidation memories—in either semantic or

episodic format—is solely dependent upon the temporal trace for an autobiographical event consists of a hippocampal–
neocortical ensemble, and it is the entire ensemble that needsneocortex, and does not involve the hippocampal complex

at all. to be reactivated at the time of recall. Moreover, when an
old memory is retrieved, new, distributed, hippocampallyConsolidation theory predicts that damage to the hippo-

campal complex will result in a greater loss of memories mediated memory traces are created. As a result, older
memories are represented by multiple traces, making themthat remain dependent upon it than those which do not. Thus,

patients diagnosed with medial temporal lobe amnesia are less vulnerable to hippocampal damage than newer ones.
According to the model, the extent and severity of retrogradeexpected to demonstrate a temporally graded retrograde

memory loss characterized by a disproportionate impairment amnesia depends on the age of the memory and the extent
of hippocampal complex damage. The authors argue furtherof recently acquired memories relative to remote memories

(e.g. Squire, 1992; Alvarez and Squire, 1994). In contrast, that reports of patients who do demonstrate temporally graded
memory loss for autobiographical episodes can be explainedconsolidation theory makes opposite predictions regarding

temporally graded patterns of memory loss in patients with in terms of the accumulation of ‘multiple traces’ associated
with memories that have been recalled over and over again.semantic dementia, a neurodegenerative disorder charac-

terized by neocortical atrophy centered in the anterior and Amnesic patients who demonstrate temporally graded
autobiographical episodic memory loss typically have partialinferior surface of the temporal lobe, and by hippocampal

sparing. Because the hippocampal tissue preserves recently hippocampal damage (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997;
Moscovitch and Nadel, 1998); thus, it is suggested that theacquired information, and the neocortex mediates already

consolidated memories, semantic dementia patients are severity of the temporal gradient increases (i.e. the further
into the past that the amnesic period extends) dependingpredicted to demonstrate a disproportionate impairment of

remote relative to recent memories (e.g. Graham and Hodges, upon the amount of hippocampal complex tissue that is
damaged.1997; Hodges and Graham, 1998). The prediction received

apparent confirmation from recent findings of reverse The present study focused on patterns of memory loss for
autobiographical episodes and personal semantics becausetemporally graded memory loss in semantic dementia with a

disproportionate impairment of remote relative to recent that evidence is pivotal for distinguishing between the consol-
idation and multiple trace theories. Specifically, we comparedmemory for famous names, faces and events, as well as for

some types of autobiographical information (e.g. Graham the performance of a medial temporal lobe amnesic patient
with that of an advanced-stage semantic dementia patient inand Hodges, 1997; Graham et al., 1997; Hodges and Graham,

1998; Hodges et al., 1999). Although reversed, the memory an autobiographical memory interview using as cues family
photographs taken at different periods in the person’s lifeloss was not graded but rather showed a step function with
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and the names of people who became famous in different of normal control participants who also show better recall of
recent life events (e.g. Crovitz and Schiffman, 1974; Bahrick5-year periods extending back to the 1940s. The present

study had two goals: first, to determine whether or not the et al., 1975; Squire and Slater, 1975). Moreover, it is possible
that any discrepancies observed between episodic recall ofhippocampal complex plays a time-limited role in the storage

and retrieval of autobiographical episodic memory by looking remote and recent life events are reflective of the dispropor-
tionate deficit in remote personal semantics; that is, theat the patterns of memory loss in amnesia and semantic

dementia (experiment one); and second, to explore the patients’ recall of recent experiences may be judged to be
superior than the recall of remote experiences due to thepossibility, first raised by Snowden et al. (1994, 1995, 1996),

that autobiographical significance, in addition to memory relative ease with which names of people and places of recent
personal significance can be remembered.recency, influences the likelihood that a given ‘semantic’

memory will be preserved (at least partially) following Rather than asking patients to recount, in detail, specific
life experiences from a particular time period (e.g. earlydamage to the temporal neocortex (experiment two). These

observations do not directly contradict or confirm either childhood) with no supportive cues to provide a frame of
reference, autobiographical episodic recall was examined bytheory but they do suggest that memory recency is not the

only factor that influences which memories are impaired or using family photographs as prompts. These photographs
varied along the recent–remote continuum and each waspreserved in semantic dementia, and will have to be taken

into account in theory development. accompanied by a corresponding description provided by the
subject’s family. Episodic recall was assessed by asking the
patients to identify the people in the picture (if not by properExperiment one: autobiographical episodic recall
name, then by description; e.g. ‘my friend from high school’)
and to provide as much detail—through words, gestures orThe goal of experiment one was to evaluate the consolidation

(e.g. Squire, 1992) and multiple trace (e.g. Nadel and drawings—about the temporal–spatial context in which the
photograph was taken. This method has been used in studiesMoscovitch, 1997) theories of long-term memory storage by

exploring temporal patterns of memory loss for autobio- of autobiographical memory with medial temporal lobe
amnesics (e.g. Tulving et al., 1988). However, no study tographical episodes in medial temporal lobe amnesia and

semantic dementia. Specifically, we sought to determine date has used family photographs to examine autobiographical
episodic memory in semantic dementia patients, a populationwhether the hippocampal complex plays a temporary role in

the retrieval of autobiographical episodes, as has been shown who, perhaps, has the most to gain from this technique.
As Graham and Hodges (1997) note, it is critical to comparewith most semantic information, or whether autobiographical

episodic recall always requires the hippocampal complex. patterns of memory loss for autobiographical episodes in
semantic dementia and amnesia because predictions regardingGraham and colleagues (e.g. Graham and Hodges, 1997;

Graham et al., 1998; Hodges and Graham, 1998; Graham, this type of memory are what distinguish between consolida-
tion and multiple trace theories (Graham and Hodges, 1997).1999) cite demonstrations of a reversed temporal pattern of

memory loss in semantic dementia as crucial evidence in Consolidation theory predicts the loss of recent, but not
remote, autobiographical memories in amnesia and the reversefavor of the time-limited role of the hippocampus in all types

of semantic and episodic memory, and against the notion of in semantic dementia. Multiple trace theory predicts the
retention of recent and remote autobiographical memories inmultiple trace accumulation. There is substantial evidence to

suggest that semantic dementia is associated with a preferen- semantic dementia, as long as the hippocampal complex is
preserved and neocortical loss is not so severe that it cannottial sparing of recent memory for famous names, public

events, and personally significant names. The studies explor- support some traces. In contrast, multiple trace theory predicts
the loss of recent and remote autobiographical memory ining memory loss for autobiographical information in semantic

dementia, however, have focused upon personal semantics medial temporal lobe amnesia, even when remote semantic
memory is spared.to the relative exclusion of personal episodes.

The only techniques that have been used to investigate
autobiographical memory, such as the Autobiographical Materials and methods
Memory Interview (Kopelman et al., 1996) and the Crovitz
cue-word test (Crovitz and Schiffman, 1974), rely heavily Participants. The present study focused on the autobio-

graphical memory abilities of two memory-impaired indi-on verbal reception and production abilities, and explicit
strategies for search and recall (Snowden et al., 1996; Graham viduals: an advanced-stage semantic dementia patient, EL,

and a medial temporal lobe amnesic patient, KC.and Hodges, 1997; Hodges and Graham, 1998). This is
particularly problematic because a severe decline in verbal EL is a 66-year-old, right-handed man. He received 10

years of formal education in England and worked as aability is inherent in the diagnostic criteria of semantic
dementia (Warrington, 1996). In addition, although patients graphics designer/illustrator for a media corporation. He was

forced to stop work in 1996, after a 2-year period ofshowed more frequent and/or more detailed recall of recent
relative to remote events, it is unclear whether this pattern progressive memory and verbal communication difficulties

accompanied by severe depression. The results of a neuro-is qualitatively different than the performance pattern typical
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Table 1. Neuropsychological test scores for EL and KC a month – 12 months in a year – so 48 or 50’. Despite these
problems with retrieval of certain types of knowledge, he

Test Patient and date of test exhibited evidence of knowledge of relatively recent events.
For example, when attempting to name the most recentEL (1996) KC (1996)
presidents of the USA (which he was unable to do) he

Dementia rating scale—total 100/144 N/A identified one as ‘a movie star – now has Alzheimer’s disease
WAIS-R scores and can’t remember anymore’.Full-scale IQ 88 88

Behaviorally EL appeared nervous and agitated, but never-Verbal IQ 75 96
Performance IQ 110 79 theless cooperated with the testing. He was clearly aware of
Vocabularya 5 9 his difficulties, stating from the outset of the assessment thatInformationa 4 9

he was ‘... losing my memory in the last few years’. HeDigit spana 13 12
Block designa 15 6 reported that he often forgot words and people’s names and

WMS-R scores had difficulty reading because he was constantly looking upVerbal memory index 61 67
the meaning of words in the dictionary. Despite his apparentVisual memory index 108 67

Logical memory I 5th % 5th % loss of word knowledge, his speech was fluent and gram-
Logical memory II 8th % 1st % matical.Visual reproduction I 88th % 13th %

EL was reassessed in 1999. He continued to exhibit severeVisual reproduction II 74th % 1st %
Boston Naming 7/60 57/60 word-finding problems and subjectively he appeared to have
COWATb 15 N/A greater difficulty comprehending. From a behavioral stand-Animal naming 4 N/A

point, he continued to exhibit awareness of his deficits andRey–Osterrieth Figure—copy 36/36 36/36
Rey–Osterrieth Figure—delay 23 0 had developed a stereotypic response when introducing
Judgment of line orientationa N/A 23/30 himself ‘Hello, my name is _____, I’ve lost my brain’. HeWarrington Recognition—words N/A 26/50

also appeared very anxious. His wife reported that he wasWarrington Recognition—faces N/A 26/50
capable of the basic activities of daily living, although she

aAge-corrected scaled score. found it necessary to select his clothing for him. He exhibited
bBased on the total of three 1-min trials. less initiation and had stopped performing routine chores
COWAT, Controlled Oral Word Association Test; CVLT, California Verbal

around the house that he used to do, such as mowing theLearning Test; WAIS-R, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised;
WMS-R, Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised. lawn and vacuuming. He also required meals to be fixed.

His intake at meals had diminished, although he had begun
to exhibit a penchant for chocolate. Nevertheless, he stillpsychological assessment performed in 1996 are summarized

in Table 1. EL’s verbal abilities were severely compromised took daily, unsupervised walks without becoming lost and
he took it upon himself to go to his bank to ensure that hisyet his non-verbal skills in terms of constructional tasks,

drawing and non-verbal memory were well preserved. His pension income had been deposited and his account updated.
His wife also reported that he appeared to remember recentscores on verbal memory tests were extremely impaired but

he retained 91% of the details of the Rey–Osterrieth after events; he did not repeat tasks or repeatedly ask questions.
His assessment in 1999 was shortened by his refusal to45 min. Phonetic and semantic verbal fluency were both

severely impaired. Naming was severely impaired and do many of the non-verbal tasks that he was willing and able
to complete in 1996. Although his verbal abilities hadphonetic cueing did not facilitate word retrieval. Despite

having difficulty naming items, EL clearly indicated that he deteriorated, his non-verbal skills remained surprisingly
intact. His score on the block design subtest of the WAIS-Rrecognized the items and often used the words that comprised

the correct response. For example, when attempting to name remained unchanged (95th percentile) over a 3-year period.
In the autumn of 1999, shortly after we completed our study,a toothbrush he responded ‘... brush your teeth with (it)’ or

for a coat hanger he stated ‘... what I hang my coat on’. he scored near perfect on tests of line orientation, and average
on face recognition. Although we did not administer all theIn addition, he exhibited evidence of semantic memory

impairment. His performance on the vocabulary subtest of items, he made no errors on the difficult items of a view
shifts test and on the colored progressive matrices. At thethe Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R)

revealed a severe semantic memory loss. His score on the same time, he scored zero on the Pyramids and Palm Trees
Test and was unable to name or sort any of the Snodgrasslatter subtest was rated at the fifth percentile but more telling

were his responses to items that revealed a loss of word pictures. EL’s remote medical history included a closed-head
injury at the age of 21 years without apparent cognitivemeaning. For example, when asked to define the word

‘fabric’, he responded; ‘I forget what the word is — I’m deficits. He received speech therapy as an adult for develop-
mental stuttering. At the time of the assessment he was stillsorry’. When asked to define the word ‘domestic’, he stated;

‘I used to know what that is but I’ve forgotten’. He also receiving clomipramine for depression.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) performed in Januaryexhibited difficulty retrieving factual knowledge on the

WAIS-R information subtest. For example, when asked how 1997 and April 2000 (Fig. 1) revealed radiological findings
consistent with cortical degeneration characteristics ofmany weeks constitute a year, he responded; ‘Four weeks in
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KC’s performance was at the fifth percentile for logical
memory I; the 13th percentile for visual reproduction I; and
he received a score of zero on both logical memory II and
visual reproduction II. He also performed poorly on the
Warrington Recognition Memory Test, scoring 26 out of 50
on both the words and faces subscales.

KC’s performance on the Token Test and the Benton Visual
Naming Test was well within the range of normal, indicating
that his language comprehension and production abilities
remain intact. However, he was impaired on the Benton
Word Fluency (FAS) Test and scored within the fourth
percentile. Perceptual abilities also remain intact in KC. He
performed perfectly on the Rey copy, and within the normal
range on the Hooper Visual Organization Test, the Wisconsin
Card Sorting Task, the Benton Visual Discrimination Test and
judgments of line orientation. However, KC’s performance on
the Benton Face Recognition Task was extremely poor; he
received a score of 31 out of 54, placing him in the first

Fig. 1. E.L.’s MRI scan from April 2000 (coronal slice presented) shows
percentile, caused either by poor vision related to his glauc-evidence of cerebral atrophy that is most pronounced in the left anterior

temporal region. In addition, the hippocampus appears slightly smaller on the oma or by a higher order visual loss related to damage in
left side. the medial occipital lobe.

The data obtained in KC’s 1996 neuropsychological assess-
ment were generally stable, with only a few small declinessemantic dementia. The profile was similar in the two

instances, perhaps with some evidence of increased atrophy. in performance on the WAIS-R performance scales in compar-
ison with earlier assessments (e.g. Tulving et al., 1988); thisCerebral atrophy was most noticeable in the anterior temporal

region, particularly on the left side; the hippocampus appeared change is most likely due to the increasing difficulties that
the patient has with glaucoma and muscular weakness. KCto be well preserved relative to KC (see below), although it

may be slightly smaller on the left. There was evidence of also demonstrated a slight decline in verbal IQ between the
1988 and 1996 assessments; however, because there were noencephalomalacia in the subcortical white matter of the left

anterior temporal lobe, possibly resulting from the closed- similar declines in performance on tests of vocabulary and
verbal fluency, we do not think that this reflects a significanthead injury suffered by EL as a young adult. The MRI scan

also revealed an arachnoid cyst located in the medial left deterioration in verbal ability. There is not sufficient reason
to believe that KC’s psychometric profile would have changedmiddle cranial fossa. A SPECT scan conducted in February

1997 indicated a mild perfusion deficit involving the left significantly between the 1996 assessment and the spring of
1999 when we tested him.cerebral hemisphere, most noticeably in the frontotemporal

region. An electroencephalogram (EEG) conducted in July Because our autobiographical memory task relies heavily
upon visual memory, KC’s medial occipital lesion may be at1999 was within normal limits and showed no evidence of

lateralized or generalized abnormality. the root of his impaired remote autobiographical memory.
Although it is possible that his occipital lesion may contributeIn contrast to patient EL, KC has amnesia with preserved

semantic memory. KC is 47 years old and has completed 15 to some of his autobiographical memory problems, it is
unlikely that it accounts for most of it, as it does in someyears of formal education. He has been tested extensively

over the course of the nearly 20 years since becoming patients with visual agnosia and loss of imagery (Ogden,
1993; Rubin and Greenberg, 1998). Although he scoredamnesic after a motorcycle accident in October 1981. A

summary of his neuropsychological status is presented in poorly on the Benton–Van Allen Face Recognition Test, KC
is not prosopagnosic or visually object agnosic. He hadTable 1. Magnetic resonance and computerized tomography

scans illustrating the specific loci of brain damage suffered no difficulty identifying known people, places and objects
presented in photographs. He has good visual imagery ofby KC have been documented elsewhere (e.g.Tulving et al.,

1988; Tulving, 1989; Rosenbaum et al., 2000). KC suffered salient landmarks and excellent cognitive maps of his area,
except for a deficit in recognizing less salient housesalmost complete bilateral destruction of the hippocampus in

addition to a right occipital lesion and a left fronto-parietal (Rosenbaum et al., 2000). Finally, although KC exhibited
somewhat flat affect, he showed no signs of depressed moodlesion. In a 1996 neuropsychological assessment, KC received

a full-scale IQ score of 88, and scores of 96 and 79 on the or dysphoria that would have a negative impact on his
autobiographical memory performance.verbal and performance scales, respectively. He scored poorly

on the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R): his
Procedure. EL’s autobiographical episodic memory wasgeneral memory score was 61; his verbal scale score was 67

and his visual scale score was 69. On the WMS-R subscales, assessed using a set of 50 family photographs that were
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approximately evenly distributed along the recent–remote
continuum; these photographs and their corresponding
descriptions were provided by EL’s family. Similarly, KC’s
autobiographical episodic memory was assessed using a
comparable set of 45 family photographs with accompanying
descriptions provided by family members. It was assured
that the patients had not reviewed these photographs recently1,
thereby permitting the examination of memory for autobio-
graphical experiences associated with particular times from
each one’s life. Moreover, there were no obvious differences
in emotional salience or autobiographical significance
between the family photographs of KC and EL. Upon the
presentation of each photograph, the patient was asked to
identify the people in the picture (either by proper name or
through a description of his relationship with the individual)
and to provide as much detail (through words, demonstrations
or drawings) about the temporal–spatial context in which
the photograph was taken (e.g. ‘where was this picture
taken?’, ‘when was this picture taken?’, ‘what is going on Fig. 2. EL’s performance scores in percentage for successive 5-year periods
in this picture?’) and any personal experiences that related on the recognition, naming and episodic variables in the photograph

description task.to the photograph. The patients were asked whether or not the
photograph triggered a sense of familiarity or remembering, or
an emotional response. The patients were encouraged to lexically impaired individuals, such as EL, for the reasons

discussed earlier. Family photographs have been used in theprovide as much information through prompting by the
examiners. assessment of autobiographical episodic memory in several

studies involving amnesic patients (e.g. Dall’ Ora et al.,For each photograph, the patient’s description was tran-
scribed manually by the examiners; in addition, the examiners 1989; Hodges and McCarthy, 1993); however, this technique

has not been used with semantic dementia patients.noted the patient’s tone of voice, gestures, emotional expres-
sions and other salient behaviors. Subsequently, each descrip-
tion was assessed according to seven criteria: (1) familiarity Results and comment
recognition of people in the photograph; (2) identification of
people by name; (3) sense of recognition (signaled by phrases For each family photograph, the patient’s verbal description,

gestures, tone of voice and emotional response were recordedsuch as ‘I remember..’; ‘I know this..’; ‘Oh yes, this was
when...’); (4) knowledge of temporal context (e.g. year; by the experimenters, as was the approximate year during

which the photograph was taken. Each description of eachseason; own age at time of photograph); (5) knowledge of
spatial/situational context (e.g. location; country; ongoing photograph was assessed according to the seven afore-

mentioned criteria. In addition, performance scores wereevent or activity); (6) expression of emotion in response to
the presentation of the photograph (e.g. smiling; laughing; calculated for each patient in each of the time periods by

calculating a percentage by dividing the number of pointsemotional tone of voice; verbal description of emotion); and
(7) narrative structure (e.g. describes sequence of events; received by the total number of points possible and multiply-

ing by 100 (i.e. a maximum of seven points could be obtainedrelates photograph to other life experiences). The examiners
were not blind to the patient’s diagnosis; however, two for each photograph, thus the total number of points possible

for each time period varied with the number of photographs).examiners were present throughout the testing sessions in
order to maximize the reliability of the coding; the examiners Criteria that were not applicable for a given photograph were

taken into consideration, and were not included in the totalmade notes independently during testing and final coding was
achieved through collaboration after the end of the session. number of possible points (e.g. ability to name individuals

was not included in the criteria if there were no people inThe evaluation of performance in this autobiographical
episodic memory task did not depend on accurate, fluent the photograph). Three performance scores were calculated

for EL in each time period: two individual semantic scores—verbal descriptions, nor did it depend on the ability to provide
specific names of people and places. Rather, responses were recognition and naming; and one episodic score that included

the latter five criteria (Fig. 2). Two performance scores wereevaluated according to the degree to which they suggested
the existence of an intact experiential representation or a calculated for KC in each time period: the recognition and

naming criteria were collapsed into a single semantic scoresense of ‘remembering’ (Tulving, 1989). This assessment
technique was judged to be more appropriate than previously as performance was identical in both; and the latter five

criteria were collapsed into a single episodic score (Fig. 3).used methodologies (e.g. Snowden et al., 1996; Graham and
Hodges, 1997; Hodges and Graham, 1998) for use with There were several dramatic differences between the
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details regarding the temporal and spatial context in which
the pictures were taken, and in the expression of emotional
responses to the photographs. Despite his poor verbal abilities,
EL was able to demonstrate quite specific knowledge regard-
ing the ongoing events in the photograph and was able to
place those events in an accurate temporal–spatial context.
The experimenters agreed that EL demonstrated a clear sense
of re-experiencing the autobiographical events portrayed in
virtually every photograph shown to him, regardless of
recency. Moreover, he expressed a range of emotional reac-
tions to the photographs.

For example, as discussed by Moscovitch and Nadel, EL
could describe in detail his early childhood memories of
hiding in his family’s cellar in London, UK, while they were
being bombed by the Germans (Moscovitch and Nadel,
1999). Similarly, he could recall in detail his experiences of
traveling around the world as a young man; his immigration
to Canada at the age of 23 years; the church at which he
was married 17 years ago and many details about his weddingFig. 3. KC’s performance scores in percentage for successive 5-year periods

on the semantic and episodic variables in the photograph description task. day; the births of each of his three children; his work
The dotted vertical line indicates the onset of KC’s amnesia. experiences; the annual driving trips to Florida with his wife

and children; and a recent visit to a restaurant with his family.
Furthermore, EL’s descriptions of the photographs oftendescriptions provided by these two patients. First, whereas

KC was able to name correctly the individuals in all of the followed a narrative structure in the sense that he outlined
the ongoing sequence of events and related the episodephotographs from across the temporal continuum, EL was

severely impaired at naming and could only provide the depicted in the photograph to other episodes that had occurred
previously and to events that took place subsequently (e.g.correct names for his wife and three children. Indeed, prior

to the 1980s time period, the only points that he received upon viewing an old photograph of his father-in-law from
several decades ago, EL described how the man now livedfor naming were from photographs of himself. EL clearly

recognized all the individuals in photographs across all time next door and was in good health despite his old age). Finally,
EL demonstrated a tendency to talk about his own, and hisperiods; however, he was unable to name people from his

childhood and early adulthood, including extremely salient family’s, future; he frequently expressed concern about his
own state of health and his financial status and demonstratedindividuals such as his brothers, parents and co-workers.

Although EL showed a slightly reversed gradient in naming awareness of ongoing and upcoming events in his life. Thus,
EL appeared to show a clear sense of temporal continuityability such that he could name only those individuals

currently in his day-to-day life, KC demonstrated the opposite and an understanding of himself as a continuous entity with
a past, a present and a future.gradient. KC had an excellent memory for names of indi-

viduals whom he had encountered prior to his 1981 accident, In contrast, despite the fact that KC was much more
proficient in verbal comprehension and production than EL,but was less certain with respect to the names of individuals

whom he encountered just recently. For instance, the names he could provide very little information regarding his family
photographs outside of naming the individuals portrayed. Inof childhood friends and neighbors, siblings’ girlfriends and

school teachers, were recalled immediately. In contrast, the general, KC’s descriptions of his family photographs were
matter-of-fact, brief, unelaborated and unemotional. Indeed,names of recently born nephews and nieces were slower to

be recalled and were recalled with less confidence than names except for names, KC was not able to provide any information
in addition to that which was evident to the experimenters,encountered prior to his accident. Even when he knew the

names of these recently encountered individuals, and their upon seeing the photographs for the first time. Consistent
with the observations of Tulving et al. (1988), KC relied onrelationships to him, he was unable to recall a single encounter

with them. It was as if KC was not quite sure how he came his intact personal semantics, general semantics, and logical
reasoning abilities to construct plausible explanations of whatto know this information. Moreover, he was unable to describe

the personalities or appearances of these recently encountered might be going on in the photographs. For instance, upon
presentation of a photograph in which all of his familyindividuals and could not form an image of them in his

head2. He seemed to possess very little knowledge regarding members were dressed up, KC responded, ‘I guess we must
have been going somewhere special. It might have been athese individuals, including their present ages and occu-

pations. family portrait that we had done for the house. I don’t know’.
In fact, the photograph was an official portrait of his brother’sOther striking contrasts between the two patients were

reflected in their abilities to re-experience events, to provide wedding in 1979, at which KC was part of the wedding
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party. The performance of KC in the photograph description narrative in structure or emotional in content, and he seemed
unable to contemplate or hypothesize about future events,task was generally consistent with previously published

reports of his autobiographical episodic and autobiographical and to link disparate life events occurring at different points
in time.semantic recall (Tulving et al., 1988; Tulving, 1989).

Tulving et al. (1988) note that such a striking dissociation
between intact personal semantics and impaired personalDiscussion
episodes is unique to KC; however, several other patients
have been found to demonstrate similar dissociations, suchThere were two major findings: (1) memory for autobio-

graphical events was severely impaired across the life-span that a very few isolated, early life episodes were preserved
along with personal semantic information (e.g. Kinsbournein amnesia associated with medial temporal damage, but

relatively well preserved in semantic dementia; (2) memory and Wood, 1975; Cermak and O’Connor, 1983; Damasio
et al., 1985; De Renzi et al., 1987; Hodges and McCarthy,for personal names and facts showed the reverse pattern.

Overall, the findings from experiment one were more consist- 1993; Kapur et al., 1996). Thus, the present findings are
consistent with the interpretation of Tulving et al. (1988)ent with the predictions of multiple trace theory than with

those of consolidation theory. Amnesia due to medial temporal that KC has preserved personal semantics accompanied by a
virtually complete loss of personal episodic memory (seelobe damage was associated with almost complete loss of

personal episodes with a sparing of personal semantics prior also Kinsbourne and Wood, 1975). The multiple trace theory
can account for previously documented findings that partialto the onset of amnesia. In contrast, semantic dementia

characterized by neocortical atrophy with a sparing of medial destruction of the hippocampal complex typically results in
graded loss in autobiographical episodes related to the sizetemporal structures was associated with good preservation of

autobiographical episodic memory across the life-span. The of the lesion (see Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997 for a review).
Our data on KC indicate that the phenomenon of temporallymultiple trace theory accounts for these findings by suggesting

that the hippocampal complex is crucial in the storage and graded retrograde memory loss and the standard notion of
consolidation does not apply to all types of memory. Rather,retrieval of all episodic memories, regardless of age. In the

case of extensive bilateral hippocampal complex destruction, our findings suggest that autobiographical episodic memory
remains hippocampally dependent on a permanent basis,as in the patient KC, the multiple trace theory predicts

a virtually complete loss of all autobiographical episodes whereas remote memory related to personal semantics or facts
remains hippocampally dependent temporarily, becomingencompassing the entire lifetime.

In a previous qualitative assessment of autobiographical independent of these structures once consolidation is
complete.memory involving an open-ended interview based on

information, photographs and specific experiential accounts Because KC’s lesions are not restricted to the hippocampal
complex, it is not possible to attribute his autobiographicalprovided by KC’s family, Tulving et al. (1988) determined

that KC was unable to recall any autobiographical episodes memory impairment to damage to that region alone without
also taking other evidence into account. Thus, EL, who likefrom any time in his life. In contrast, KC showed a remarkable

ability to recall personal semantics from all time periods KC also has extensive neocortical damage but relatively
preserved medial temporal lobes, does not show an extensiveprior to his accident; he was able to recall the names of

friends, family members, schools, addresses and obscure autobiographical memory deficit, suggesting that this type of
memory is supported, at least partially, by the medial temporalpersonal facts about significant people in his life. KC demon-

strated a great deal of ‘semantic’ self-knowledge regarding lobe. Moreover, if damage to consolidated memory traces in
the neocortex was the source of KC’s severe autobiographicalhis pre-amnesic years, as well as a substantial amount of

information regarding his post-amnesic life; however, he was memory deficit, then one would expect to find an equally
severe deficit for personal and general semantic knowledgeunable to re-experience or recount a single autobiographical

event from any point in his life. In the present study, we extending across KC’s entire lifetime; however, we found
this not to be the case (Westmacott and Moscovitch, infound that, despite his ability to recite the names and

addresses of friends, family, schools and places of work from preparation, 2001a). His general semantic knowledge, like
his knowledge of personal facts, was impaired only for thehis life prior to becoming amnesic, KC could not remember

attending his elementary or high school graduations, going period just prior to his trauma and subsequent to it. Unlike
autobiographical memory, remote semantic knowledge wason his first date, attending Expo’67, standing up at his

brother’s wedding, or the death of his youngest brother in a relatively well preserved. Thus, one would have to argue that
KC’s neocortical lesions selectively affect autobiographicalboating accident.

Memory for personal episodes that occurred just prior, memory, an unlikely hypothesis based on what we know of
neocortical function. Nor is the loss of autobiographicaland subsequent, to his accident was even more severely

impaired than his remote episodic memory; photographs or memory related primarily to KC’s medial occipital damage
as he does not show the severe visual object agnosia andquestions about post-amnesic events did not trigger even a

hint of familiarity, nor did he even know that they had taken prosopagnosia that characterize those patients who also have
an extensive retrograde amnesia for autobiographical eventsplace. Finally, none of KC’s photograph descriptions was
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(Ogden, 1993; Rubin and Greenberg, 1998). For these reasons, he could remember watching her in a movie or if she/he
could remember being affected by the news of her death,we attribute the differences between EL’s and KC’s auto-

biographical episodic memory performance primarily to the and a ‘know’ response if they only knew factual information
about her (e.g. she was a famous actress who died of anfact that the medial temporal lobe is intact in the former and

damaged in the latter. Indeed, it may be that in addition to overdose). Based on the data we collected, we ranked
the names according to the proportion of people givingbeing damaged, the medial temporal lobe is also partially

disconnected from the neocortex as a result of white matter ‘remember’ responses. Although this ‘remember/know’ para-
digm is relatively new in the psychological literature, it isshearing that typically accompanies closed-head injuries.

Such damage would destroy the neocortical–medial temporal viewed as a valid measure for assessing whether a piece of
information evokes a memory of the autobiographical event atlobe connections which are needed to form and maintain

cohesive, autobiographical memory traces, as the multiple retrieval (Tulving, 1985; Gardiner, 1988; Levine et al., 1998).
The underlying assumption of this task is that famoustrace theory predicts, and exacerbate the amnesia for autobio-

graphical events. names receiving a high proportion of ‘remember’ responses
are likely to evoke personal memories and, thereby, be moreWith regard to semantic dementia, our results are consistent

with multiple trace theory in that even very remote memory personally relevant or emotionally significant to most people
than those names receiving a ‘know’ response. Thus, ifof autobiographical episodes is relatively preserved in relation

to semantic memory and naming as long as the medial autobiographical significance does influence the susceptibility
of memory to brain damage and if autobiographically signi-temporal lobes are viable and there is sufficient neocortical

tissue left to support and express those memories. Because ficant semantic information remains partially dependent upon
the hippocampal complex even after consolidation is com-we relied as much on non-verbal as verbal measures to score

autobiographical recall, it was not possible to compare EL’s plete, then we would expect to see a relationship between
the control subjects’ performance on the ‘remember/know’performance on these tasks with that of a normal control

who could use language to provide extensive details about task and the patients’ ability to recognize the famous names.
Specifically, EL was expected to demonstrate superior recog-the event in question. Our point, however, is not to argue

that EL’s remote and recent verbal episodic memory is nition of famous names of individuals whom he had met in
person, or who were judged by others within his age cohortnormal; we believe it probably is not. Rather, we wish to

demonstrate that he retains a great deal of autobiographical to have had an impact on their lives in some personal manner
(as indicated by response patterns in a ‘remember/know’memories of his remote past and, insofar as our assessment

techniques permit us to judge, they are not abnormally less paradigm). In contrast, KC was not expected to show any
effect of autobiographical significance in his recognition ofdetailed than his recent memories.
famous names; rather, his performance was predicted to be
influenced by the overall familiarity of the name and theExperiment two: effect of autobiographical signific-
time period during which fame was first achieved.ance on remote semantic memory

We also assessed the possible influence that autobiograph-
ical significance might have on the preservation of place-The goal of the second experiment was to test the hypothesis

that autobiographical significance influences the susceptibility related semantic information by contrasting EL’s recognition
memory and speed of reading for names of places that heof remote semantic memory to disruption after brain damage.

Following Snowden et al.’s lead, it is proposed that semantic had visited with names of places that he had not visited. If
autobiographically significant semantic information is prefer-information is less likely to become completely independent

of the hippocampal complex if it is somehow significant entially spared—at least partially—in semantic dementia,
then EL should demonstrate more accurate and faster readingto one’s personal autobiography (Snowden et al., 1996).

Moreover, we predict that such personally significant semantic times and better recognition for the names of places that he
had visited as compared with unvisited and fictitious places.information is more likely to remain partially preserved

in semantic dementia due to the continued hippocampal
dependence of the memory representation. Materials and methods

To assess the episodic significance of person-related
semantic information, such as may be involved in the

Participants. Experiment two involved the same two patients,
recognition of famous names, we asked a large group

EL and KC, who participated in experiment one. Each
of normal, control participants, to make ‘remember/know’

patient’s performance was contrasted with that of a control
judgments about them, just as they would about words or

group consisting of 45 neurologically intact subjects—29
pictures on tests of episodic memory. We instructed particip-

male and 16 female—matched with EL with respect to age
ants to give a ‘remember’ response if they could conjure up

(mean � 63.8 years); education (mean � 11.7 years);
a particular episode associated with the name, and a ‘know’

handedness (right); and ethnic background (Anglo-Saxon).
response if the person was merely familiar, even if they knew
many facts about him/her. For example, someone would give Procedure. The effect of autobiographical experience upon

remote semantic memory was examined with respect toa ‘remember’ response to the name ‘Marilyn Monroe’ if she/
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person-related and place-related information. Person-related by EL while the remaining 34 had not. EL’s knowledge of
these place names was contrasted with that of six controlsemantic memory was assessed using a stimulus set of 139

famous names representing the entire 20th century. Names subjects matched with respect to age (mean � 67.2 years);
education (mean � 10.8 years); handedness (right); andwere not chosen in order to obtain an equal distribution

across all time periods, nor were the candidates for inclusion ethnic background (white Anglo-Saxon).
In the recognition task, the subjects were asked to readin the task restricted to those whose fame was confined to a

short time period. Rather, famous individuals were chosen the place or landmark name aloud and to indicate whether
or not it was familiar; the subjects were asked to indicatebased on their stature, their significance in 20th-century

Western history and, most importantly, on the likelihood that the approximate location of each recognized place on an
unlabeled world map and to provide a brief description ofthey would have had some personal impact upon individual

citizens. As a result, the fame of many of the people spanned each recognized landmark. An accurate location or description
was required in order for a control subject’s response to bemany years.

Each of the 45 subjects in the control group was presented recorded as correct. Similar criteria to those discussed above
were used to determine the recording of recognition responseswith the set of 139 famous names and was asked to make a

‘remember/know’ judgment for each name. The control for EL. In addition, we asked him to locate these names on
a map, map reading being a skill which was remarkably wellsubjects were instructed to read each famous name and to

give a ‘remember’ response if they could re-experience a preserved (also see Snowden et al., 1996).
In the reading times task, the subjects were asked to readparticular episode in which they watched, listened to, or

heard about the famous individual. If the subject knew the aloud six 14-item lists as quickly and accurately as possible.
The lists represented the following experimental conditions:identity of the famous individual but could not recall a

specific episode in which this person was encountered, then visited place names, unvisited place names, fictitious place
names, visited landmarks, unvisited landmarks, and fictitiousshe/he was instructed to provide a ‘know’ response. In

addition, the subjects were asked to rate the familiarity of landmarks. The reading time, in hundredths of seconds, was
measured for each list using a stopwatch and then recordedeach famous name on a seven-point scale.

The person with amnesia, KC, was presented with the by the experimenter. In addition, pronunciation errors were
recorded.same list of 139 names; for each famous name, he was asked

to decide if he ‘remembered’ the famous person, if he simply
‘knew’ the identity of the person, or if he did not know the Results and comment
identity of the person at all. KC was given the same
instructions as the control group for determining whether to EL demonstrated some evidence that he recognized 30 of

the 139 famous names included in the stimulus set; thesegive a ‘remember’ response or a ‘know’ response. KC was
also asked to rate the familiarity of each name. In contrast names are listed in Table 2. Specifically, seven names were

identified according to occupation or activity; 12 namesto the task given to KC and the control subjects, EL was
instructed to read each famous name aloud and to indicate triggered a sense of familiarity as indicated by comments

such as ‘I think I used to know who that is’; and thewhether or not he recognized the name as belonging to a
famous individual. If he had difficulty reading a name, it remaining 11 names were repeated aloud more than three

times. All 30 of the recognized names were pronouncedwas pronounced correctly for him. Due to the extensive
verbal impairment suffered by the patient, different scoring correctly in contrast to only 28 (25.7%) of the unrecognized

names. Several of the names that were recognized by ELcriteria were applied. A recognition response was recorded
if any of the following conditions was met: the individual cannot be pronounced phonetically (e.g. Joe DiMaggio,

Slobodan Milosevic). Similar to most individuals withwas identified according to occupation or activity description
(e.g. ‘he was an author’); the individual’s name triggered semantic dementia, EL’s reading is marked by a surface

dyslexia; that is, he pronounces words according to thesome sense of familiarity (‘I think I know that name; now
who is that?’); the name was repeated several times aloud or grapheme–phoneme conversion rules of the English language.

The fact that he was able to pronounce correctly names thatfollowed by a long pause, indicating that some memory was
triggered by the name. This method of scoring was possible do not correspond to these phonemic rules provides strong

evidence to suggest that, to some degree, these names arebecause EL had difficulty reading most of the names and,
even when they were pronounced correctly for him, he still represented within his semantic system.

With respect to the control subjects’ data, average familiar-continued without hesitation to the next name on the list.
EL’s memory for place-related semantic information was ity ratings and the number of ‘remember’ (as opposed to

‘know’) judgments were calculated for each of the 139 famousassessed using a stimulus set of 70 names of cities, countries
and geographical regions, and 58 names of landmarks and names. Twenty-two of the famous names that triggered a

sense of familiarity in EL were given a ‘remember’ responsetourist attractions. As confirmed by his wife, EL had visited
34 of these cities, countries and geographical regions; he had by greater than 90% of the control subjects; the remaining

eight names that were familiar to EL were given a ‘remember’not visited the remaining 36 places. With respect to the set
of landmark and tourist attraction names, 24 had been visited response by greater than 80% of the control subjects. All 30
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Table 2. The 30 famous names recognized by EL in the ‘remember/know’ both familiarity and percentage of ‘remember’ responses
task from experiment two

from controls with the cumulative recognition score of EL.
The figure illustrates the fact that the names recognized by1. Adolf Hitler

2. Bette Davis EL are all very high in the ‘remember/know’ rank order;
3. Bill Clinton however, these recognized names are much more dispersed
4. Christopher Reeve

throughout the familiarity ratings rank order. This suggests5. Duke Ellington
6. Elvis Presley that the percentage of ‘remember’ responses was a better
7. Elvis Stojko predictor of EL’s recognition ability than mean familiarity
8. Frank Sinatra

rating.9. Fred Astaire
10. Humphrey Bogart KC showed a strikingly different pattern of performance
11. Jack Kavorkian as compared with EL. KC recognized and identified 67 of
12. Joe DiMaggio

the 139 famous names; however, his performance did not13. John F. Kennedy
14. John Lennon seem to be influenced by the ‘remember/know’ rank ordering
15. Joseph Stalin obtained from the control subjects. Unlike EL, who showed
16. Judy Garland

superior recognition of names receiving many ‘remember’17. Lee Harvey Oswald
18. Lucille Ball responses, only 25 of the famous names recognized by KC
19. Marilyn Monroe ranked with the top 45. The remaining 42 names were
20. Martin Luther King

scattered throughout the ‘remember/know’ rank order, with21. Neil Armstrong
22. Nelson Mandela many of the recognized names falling near the bottom. KC
23. O. J. Simpson pronounced correctly all 67 of the recognized names and 55
24. Paul Bernardo

(76.4%) of the unrecognized names.25. Richard Nixon
26. Ronald Reagan With respect to familiarity ratings, 30 of the famous names
27. Slobodan Milosevic recognized by KC ranked within the top 45; the remaining
28. Terry Fox

37 names were scattered throughout the rank order.29. Tiger Woods
30. Walter Cronkite Familiarity did not seem to have any more of an influence

upon KC’s recognition ability than did the ‘remember/
know’ rankings; rather, his performance appeared to depend
exclusively on the time period during which the individual
became famous. KC was able to recognize and identify every
individual who had achieved fame prior to the late 1970s; in
contrast, he was unable to identify virtually all of the famous
individuals from the years just prior to his accident to the
present. The failure to find an effect of familiarity may be
due to the fact that all of the famous names were ranked
quite highly on the familiarity scale by the control subjects.
Perhaps an effect of familiarity would have been found to
exist had the task included some relatively unfamiliar famous
names. We should note that the results suggest that he has a
temporally graded retrograde amnesia for these names that
extends for about 5–10 years prior to his accident. This is
confirmed in another study (Westmacott and Moscovitch, in
preparation, 2001b) on semantic memory.

Figure 5 contrasts the rank order of famous names accord-
ing to both familiarity and percentage of ‘remember’
responses from controls with the cumulative recognition
score of KC. The figure illustrates the fact that the names
recognized by KC were not influenced by either familiarity
or ‘remember/know’ rank order; the number of names recog-Fig. 4. Famous names recognized by EL (plotted as cumulative recognition

scores) and their rankings by control subjects with respect to remember/know nized increased steadily and gradually as the number of
and familiarity. names presented increased. The time at which the individual

became famous was a better predictor of KC’s recognition
performance than either familiarity or the ‘remember/know’famous names recognized by EL ranked within the top 45

in terms of the percentage of ‘remember’ responses. ranking.
With respect to place-related semantic information, theConversely, with respect to familiarity ratings, only 16 of

the names recognized by EL ranked within the top 45. Figure control subjects recognized easily all of the names of cities,
countries, geographical regions, and landmarks; each subject4 contrasts the rank order of famous names according to
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Fig. 6. Reading times, in s, for EL and matched controls for names of places
that were visited by EL, equally familiar places not visited by him, and
fictitious places.

Fig. 5. Famous names recognized by KC (plotted as cumulative recognition
scores) and their rankings by control subjects with respect to remember/know
and familiarity.

received perfect scores in recognizing names from both the
Fig. 7. Reading times, in s, for EL and matched controls for names ofvisited and unvisited lists. In contrast, EL demonstrated a
landmarks that were visited by EL, equally familiar landmarks not visited by

clear difference in his ability to recognize place names from him, and fictitious landmarks.
the visited and unvisited lists: he was able to recognize and
locate correctly almost 50% of the names from the list of
places that he had visited and 21% of the visited landmarks. unvisited places, eight (22.2%); and four (11.8%) of the

unvisited landmarks. Control subjects did not make anyHowever, EL did not indicate even a hint of familiarity with
any of the unvisited landmark names and was able to pronunciation errors in the place recognition task.

Analogous to the performance in the place recognitionrecognize only one name from the list of unvisited places.
Interestingly, he recognized the name ‘Kosovo’ and was able task, the control subjects’ reading times did not differ between

the lists of visited and unvisited places and landmarks;to indicate its location on the unlabeled map. Furthermore,
he indicated some knowledge of the recent war in Kosovo however, the control subjects were faster at reading real place

and landmark names (regardless of whether they were fromby stating that, ‘It’s a sad place ... lots of hurting and people
going down... and lots of this (makes shooting gestures with the visited or unvisited list) as compared with fictitious names

(Figs 6 and 7). Conversely, EL read more quickly the nameshis hands) and it’s a very sad place’. The fact that this was
the only item on the unvisited list that was recognized by of places and landmarks that he had visited as compared

with both unvisited real place/landmark names and fictitiousEL is significant, as it is consistent with the hypothesis that
recently learned general semantic knowledge is more likely place/landmark names. In fact, with respect to both places

and landmarks, EL’s reading time for the unvisited list wasto be intact (at least partially) in semantic dementia as
compared with more remotely learned information. Moreover, closer to that for the fictitious list than it was to that for the

visited list. This suggests that EL treats real, unvisited placeit is consistent with the hypothesis that information carrying
emotional significance is more likely to remain intact than names and fictitious place names more similarly than he

treats the visited and unvisited real place names. Furthermore,equally familiar, non-emotional information. Finally, the error
data from the recognition task are further consistent with the EL was more likely to pronounce correctly the names of

visited places (92.9%) and visited landmarks (78.6%) ashypothesis that personally significant place names would be
more likely to remain intact than place names that were not compared with unvisited places (35.7%) and unvisited land-

marks (14.3%). The control subjects made no pronunciationsignificant. Of the visited places, 25 (73.5%) were pronounced
correctly; of the visited landmarks, 17 (70.8%); of the errors in the reading times task.
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Discussion semantic knowledge in patients, such as EL, with
profound neocortical atrophy.

It was proposed that autobiographical significance serves to
In support of this hypothesis, KC, who has bilateral

help preserve ‘semantic’ memory in patients with semantic
hippocampal damage and virtually non-existent autobiograph-

dementia because memories high in personal relevance remain ical memory, showed no effect of personalized semantics in
partially dependent upon the hippocampal complex, even after his reading and recognition of famous names. Instead, his
consolidation is complete. This hypothesis was supported by performance was influenced strongly by the time at which
the observation that EL demonstrated superior memory for the name became known. In this regard, he shows the typical
famous names that carried some personal, emotional or temporally graded retrograde amnesia predicted by traditional
autobiographical significance for individuals of his age cohort, consolidation theory. This was confirmed in a more detailed
and presumably for him as well. Specifically, EL displayed investigation of semantic memory for famous names and
superior recognition of famous names that received many vocabulary (Westmacott and Moscovitch, in preparation,
‘remember’ responses from the control subjects relative to 2001a). These results suggest that, in contrast to autobio-
names that received few ‘remember’ responses. Furthermore, graphical memory, semantic memory can become independent
EL demonstrated faster reading times and superior recognition of the hippocampal complex once consolidation is complete.
for the names of places that he had visited as compared with
both unvisited and fictitious place names.

Although these findings are not necessarily inconsistent General discussion
with consolidation theory, they cannot be explained by

Two major findings are reported in our study. The first isthis theory either. The possibility that autobiographically
that EL, a person with semantic dementia, demonstratessignificant, post-consolidation semantic information may
episodic memory for very remote autobiographical events ifretain some hippocampal representation is more consistent
testing does not place undue demands on his impaired, verbalwith multiple trace theory and, perhaps, this proposition can
and semantic abilities. His performance contrasts with thatbe viewed as an extension of the Nadel and Moscovitch
of KC, a person with amnesia following extensive bilateral,(Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997) model. The time-limited,
medial temporal damage whose semantic memory is relativelyhippocampally dependent process of consolidation as it has
spared but whose autobiographical memory for recent andbeen described by Squire and colleagues (e.g. Squire, 1992;
remote events is virtually absent. The second finding is theSquire and Alvarez, 1995) may be applicable to the majority
demonstration that EL’s relatively spared episodic memoryof long-term semantic memories; however, there is an
contributes to the maintenance of whatever semanticincreasing body of evidence to suggest that autobiographical
memory is preserved for people and places. We discuss eachepisodic memories and, perhaps, even some types of semantic
of these findings in turn, and relate both to models of memoryinformation remain partially dependent upon the hippocampal
and consolidation.complex (Snowden et al., 1996).

The findings from experiment two extend the ideas of
Snowden regarding the interaction between episodic and

Autobiographical memorysemantic information and provide further suggestion for a
necessary revision to the classification of different types of The finding of relatively preserved autobiographical episodic
autobiographical and non-autobiographical memory memory extending across EL’s entire lifetime is significant
(Snowden et al. 1995, 1996, 1999). The category of auto- in light of the current theoretical debate regarding the
biographical memory is divided into personal semantics and neurological mechanisms of long-term memory storage and
personal episodes; non-autobiographical memory is broken retrieval. Hodges, Graham and colleagues (e.g. Graham and
down into general semantics and person- and event-related Hodges, 1997; Graham et al., 1998; Hodges and Graham,
semantics (i.e. information regarding famous individuals, 1998) observed a small number of semantic dementia patients
events and places). The present data suggest that there may and concluded that the disease is characterized by a reverse
exist a unique type of memory that spans the autobiographical temporally graded memory loss with respect to both semantics
and non-autobiographical categories: personalized semantics. and episodes. The authors went on to argue that this finding,
This type of semantic information may be distinguished from in combination with well-established demonstrations of the
personal semantics in that it does not pertain to the self Ribot gradient in medial temporal lobe amnesia (see Squire,
directly. Rather personalized semantics represent general 1992 for a review), supported the standard model of
information, non-specific to the self, that is somehow colored consolidation.
or shaped by personal experience. This type of semantic The present findings on semantic dementia and on amnesia
information, whether recent or remote, may remain dependent question these conclusions. By encouraging EL, a person
upon the hippocampal complex and may provide a wealth of with semantic dementia, to express his memory for auto-
information over and above that which is common across biographical events depicted in family photographs in verbal
individuals. Furthermore, this personalized semantic and non-verbal ways, we were able to reveal a preservation

of both recent and remote autobiographical episodes with noinformation may exist independently of more general
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obviously reversed gradient, in a patient with advanced-stage Schulkind, 1997; Moscovitch and Nadel, 1999). Memory for
recent events is best and, except for a ‘reminiscence bump’semantic dementia.

Currently, there are no other documented cases of people, in one’s late teens and early twenties, tails off as more remote
periods are sampled.like EL, with semantic dementia and relatively preserved

memory for remote autobiographical episodes. Although ours Like Snowden et al. and Graham and Hodges, we attribute
the relative sparing of episodic memory to the preservationis the first report of evidence of preserved remote episodic

memory in semantic dementia, it is important to note that of the medial temporal lobe in semantic dementia, although
we believe it applies as much to remote as to recent memory.De Renzi reported the case of a patient who demonstrated a

virtually complete loss of general and non-personal semantics It is important to note, however, that according to multiple
trace theory, the autobiographical memory trace does notwith a sparing of autobiographical semantics and episodes

following a bout of herpes encephalitis (De Renzi et al., depend on the medial temporal lobes alone, but on an
ensemble of medial temporal lobe–neocortical neurons that1987). This patient’s profile provides support for the argu-

ments proposed in the present study in two ways: first, it represents the conscious experience of a particular event.
Degeneration or lesions of the neocortical component shoulddemonstrates the dissociation between autobiographical and

non-autobiographical information; autobiographical informa- also affect autobiographical memory. That autobiographical
memory remains well preserved in EL suggests that sometion was largely spared whilst non-autobiographical know-

ledge was severely impaired. Second, it supports the proposed neocortical component is still viable. EL’s performance on
psychometric tests shows that visuo-spatial functions anddistinction between two components of semantic memory:

that which is semanticized and bereft of episodic relevance, syntax are maintained in comparison with verbal, semantic
functions. Extrapolating from reports of other similar casesand that which is personalized and relies on some autobio-

graphical information. Memory for public events and person- in the literature, one can surmise that the degeneration
associated with dementia affected primarily the posterior andalities was virtually non-existent with one interesting

exception; memory representations were intact for world superior aspects of the temporal lobe in the left hemisphere.
One possibility is that the neocortical component of theevents and famous people that had somehow affected her

personally. This finding seems analogous to the present memory trace depends on the remaining healthy tissue in
the left hemisphere, or the relatively preserved tissue on thefinding of preserved memory representations in EL for famous

people that were particularly memorable from a personal right, or both. As the insidious, degenerative process of the
disease encroaches on these areas, both recent and remotestandpoint.

Research on episodic memory in semantic dementia, how- episodic memory will suffer, even if the medial temporal
lobe is untouched. Exactly what the course of this disorderever, is still in its early stages, effectively having begun with

the seminal observations of Warrington, Snowden et al. and is, with respect to episodic memory, is not yet known, but
the step function in autobiographical memory loss observedGraham and Hodges (Warrington, 1975; Snowden et al.,

1996; Graham and Hodges, 1997). Furthermore, the present by Graham and Hodges, suggests that the loss, when it
occurs, may be catastrophic (Graham, 1999).study is the first to attempt to circumvent the verbal impair-

ments in semantic dementia by utilizing family photographs In contrast to the unique aspects of our evidence with
regard to EL, the severe loss of remote autobiographicalas prompts and by adopting a different set of evaluation

criteria in testing autobiographical memory. More investi- episodes demonstrated by patient KC is closer to being the
norm than the exception in people with extensive medialgations, using appropriate measures, are needed to corroborate

our evidence and determine whether the sparing of remote, temporal lobe lesions. Although KC may be unusual in that
he cannot recall a single personal experience from his entireepisodic memory is typical of this disorder. At this stage, it

is unclear whether the pattern of performance demonstrated lifetime, he is not unique. There is substantial evidence to
suggest that significant damage to the medial temporal lobesby EL applies to all semantic dementia patients or only to a

subset of them. typically results in severe retrograde amnesia for episodes
that extend back 20 years or longer. Several studies haveGiven the nature of our test, it may be difficult to

demonstrate a temporal gradient in the integrity of autobio- documented amnesic patients showing a loss of autobio-
graphical episodes extending across the entire lifetime withoutgraphical episodic memory. Our point, however, is not that

there is no gradient, but rather that, given the proper testing a temporal gradient (reviewed in Fujii et al., 2001). It should
be noted, however, that such far-reaching loss of memoryconditions, it is possible to demonstrate that remote auto-

biographical memories are not invariably lost; even in the for autobiographical episodes is associated with damage that
extends beyond the hippocampus proper to include theadvanced stages of semantic dementia, they can be rich and

evocative. Viewed in the light of the present study, the adjacent regions of the medial temporal lobe that form
the hippocampal complex. This is as true of KC as it is of‘reversed’ temporal pattern observed in the studies of Graham

and Hodges (Graham and Hodges, 1997) may be the result the other patients. Moreover, because KC’s damage extends
to other regions of the neocortex, we cannot attribute hisof the testing method they used and an exaggeration of the

normal forgetting curve seen in controls when tests challenge autobiographical memory loss to hippocampal complex
damage alone. Evidence from other studies points in thattheir memory (Crovitz and Schiffman, 1974; Rubin and
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direction (Viskontas et al., 2000; Fuji et al., 2001), although were high on personal relevance rather than mere familiarity
to most people in his cohort, and presumably to him. Byextensive loss of autobiographical memory with sparing of

semantic memory can occur following damage to other contrast, personal relevance had no influence on KC’s name
recognition. EL also read more accurately and quickly, andregions (Hodges and McCarthy, 1993; Levine et al., 1998;

Kapur, 1999). was more likely to recognize, the names of places and
landmarks he had visited as compared with the names ofNeuroimaging studies in normal people provide further

support for the idea that the retrieval of recent and remote unvisited places and landmarks and fictitious names. His
reading accuracy extended even to low frequency, exceptionmemories depends on the hippocampal complex. Fink et al.

used positron emission tomography in order to image the words (which many of the places and names are). These
results suggest that autobiographically significant informa-brains of subjects while they recalled autobiographical epis-

odes from across their lifetime as well as non-personal tion, which is likely to be hippocampally dependent,
contributes to semantic memory and the orthographic lexicon,episodes describing life events of other individuals (Fink

et al., 1996). When these two conditions were contrasted and is relatively preserved following extensive neocortical
damage.using the subtraction method, a host of brain regions—largely

concentrated in the right hemisphere—were preferentially Our evidence provides additional support for the argument,
first advanced by Snowden et al., that autobiographicalactivated in the autobiographical episodic recall condition.

These regions included the right pre-frontal cortex, the significance influences the degree to which semantic informa-
tion remains ‘personalized’, retaining aspects of episodicright hippocampus, parahippocampus and amygdala, and

interconnecting regions, such as the right insula and right information which is likely to be dependent upon the
hippocampal complex (Snowden et al., 1994, 1995, 1996).posterior cingulate. The non-autobiographical event recall

condition was not associated with an increase in hippocampal Their observations suggested that the knowledge of names
and the semantic concepts that they denote, such as thoseactivation (see also Conway et al., 1999).

More recently, Ryan et al. (as cited in Nadel et al., 2000) related to objects, people, animals, and places, become
restricted and highly personalized in semantic dementia. Forconducted a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

study in which seven participants recollected 10 recent example, patients only retain bits of information about how
objects relate to their personal lives, such as their own vaseautobiographical memories from the last 2 years, or 10

remote memories older than 20 years while being scanned. or furniture or utensils, while losing general knowledge about
the same objects if they are unfamiliar and have no personalDuring each 20-s scan, the subjects were asked to re-

experience a particular personal event in as much detail as relevance. Thus, shown their own vase and chair, they
demonstrate that they understand what it is and can producepossible. Activation during the autobiographical memory

condition was compared with two control conditions: a the correct name while failing to do so for unfamiliar objects
of the same kind. Snowden et al. account for this phenomenonresting baseline and a non-autobiographical semantic memory

condition in which participants had to complete five sentences by arguing that personally relevant information about a
concept is more likely to remain intact in semantic dementiawith the most appropriate word that came to mind. They

found equivalent, significant levels of hippocampal activation because it is this part of the conceptual representation that
remains hippocampally dependent. Non-personal pieces ofin recent and remote memory as compared with the two

control conditions in all seven participants. In five of the information are more likely to have become semanticized,
thereby losing their hippocampal representation.participants, hippocampal activation was bilateral, whereas

in the other two it was unilateral, with one greater on the Graham et al. (1977a,b, 1999) challenged this notion that
autobiographical significance contributes to the representationright, and the other on the left.

The episodic preservation observed in EL combined with of semantic information and preferentially insulates some
information in cases of severe neocortical atrophy by showingthe loss of virtually all autobiographical episodes in KC,

along with the neuroimaging evidence, provide strong support that vocabulary knowledge and place knowledge pertaining
to a favorite sport was not spared in two semantic dementiafor the claim that the hippocampal complex plays a permanent

role in the storage and retrieval of autobiographical episodic patients (Graham et al., 1997a,b). The authors argued that
if autobiographical relevance served to insulate semanticmemories, as predicted by multiple trace theory, rather

than a time-limited role that ends upon completion of the information from damage in semantic dementia, then their
patients should have demonstrated intact vocabulary know-consolidation process, as predicted by traditional consolida-

tion theory. ledge for terms related to a sport in which they participated
regularly as compared with unplayed sports. Moreover, they
argued that, if Snowden et al.’s hypothesis is correct, then aAutobiographical contribution to semantic memory:
patient who is an avid golfer should be better able to locatepersonalized semantics
golf courses on a map as compared with cities. Such
preservation was not found; the patients were equally poorWe found that EL read the names of places he visited more

quickly and correctly than the names of those he did not, on all sports-related vocabulary terms regardless of the sport
to which they referred, and golf courses were not more easilyand read and recognized the names of famous people if they
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located than cities by the golfing patient. Based on these semantics. We are currently conducting studies designed to
explore the characteristics of personalized semantics, and tofindings, Graham et al. argued that autobiographical signific-

ance does not affect semantic integrity in semantic dementia; determine how this knowledge differs from, and interacts
with, general semantic information.rather, they suggested that the recency of acquisition is the

critical factor in determining which semantic information As with studies of autobiographical memory, neuro-
imaging studies could address the specific suggestion thatremains intact. Furthermore, they argued that the concept

knowledge shown by Snowden et al.’s patients is not truly autobiographical significance influences the way in which
semantic information is stored and retrieved. Differentsemantic, but merely rather ‘semantic-like’, existing solely

at an implicit or procedural level(Snowden et al., 1994, patterns of activation should be associated with personally
relevant and impersonal semantic knowledge, with the former1995, 1996).

In their reply, Snowden et al. (1999) argued that the relying more on hippocampal complex activation than the
latter under appropriate conditions.Graham et al. findings do not challenge their original hypo-

thesis because they do not predict that autobiographical
significance will have a generalized insulating effect such Conclusion
that personally relevant semantics are preserved in their
entirety. According to Snowden et al., autobiographically We draw two main conclusions from our study. The first is

that the hippocampal complex is needed to retain andsignificant semantic information is not expected to be normal
in individuals with semantic dementia; rather, this information retrieve memories of autobiographical episodes dating to

early childhood. If the hippocampal complex is relativelyis expected to be only partially spared such that its conceptual
representation becomes highly constrained by personal preserved, those memories can be retrieved even by a person

with advanced semantic dementia given the proper cues andexperience. Thus, semantic dementia patients would not be
expected to show normal vocabulary knowledge for terms an opportunity to respond that does not depend only on

language, provided that enough viable neocortical tissuerelated to a favorite sport or hobby unless those words were
somehow critical to the patients’ direct experience. Similarly, remains to support those memories. By contrast, extensive

damage to the hippocampal complex leads to a severeGraham et al.’s golfing patient would not be expected to
show spared knowledge of golf courses unless he had direct retrograde amnesia for autobiographical episodes even if the

semantic memory system and language is relatively preserved.personal experience with the golf course, perhaps by having
played there himself. These findings favor multiple trace theory over consolidation

theory. The present findings from patient EL raise theThe tasks pertaining to place and landmark knowledge in
experiment two provided a direct test of this hypothesis. Our possibility that episodic memory may exist in the absence of

semantic memory, calling into question, but not refuting,findings suggest that personally relevant semantic information
pertaining to places is preferentially spared—at least par- Tulving’s hypothesis (Tulving, 1989) that episodic memory

is dependent upon an intact semantic system (but not vicetially—in an advanced-stage semantic dementia patient. Not
only was EL faster and more accurate at reading and versa). More work is needed to explore this hypothesis

because our study also shows that semantic and episodicrecognizing autobiographically significant names, he was
also able to locate many of these places on an unmarked systems interact in ways that were not anticipated when

Tulving advanced it.map. This provides strong evidence to suggest that this
preserved knowledge is not merely procedural or implicit; The second conclusion is that episodic memory contributes

to semantic memory as it is traditionally understood. EL wasrather, EL seems to have some explicit semantic knowledge of
these places and landmarks. The profound verbal impairment able to recognize better and read more quickly and accurately

the names of people and places with which he had someexperienced by our patient prevented us from exploring the
degree to which his knowledge for these personally relevant personal experience as compared with those that were equally

familiar but with which he had no personal experience. Weplaces is richly elaborated. However, in line with the views
of Snowden et al. (1999), we would not expect that EL’s refer to this knowledge as personalized semantics, and extend

this notion, first introduced by Snowden (Snowden et al.,conceptual representations of place and landmark names
would be completely intact and comparable to those of 1996), to cover not just recent experiences but remote ones

as well. It remains to be determined whether personalizedcontrol subjects. If, as we have argued, personally relevant
information remains partially dependent upon the hippo- semantics are also dependent on the hippocampal complex

as long as they are used, or whether they require thecampal complex, then autobiographically significant concepts
should be more likely than non-personal concepts to retain hippocampal complex only for acquisition and until consol-

idation is complete.some sort of semantic representation in patients with semantic
dementia; however, these partially preserved concepts should
by no means be ‘normal’ in terms of content and structure. Notes
Rather, the patient’s understanding of these concepts should
be fragmented and highly constrained by personal experi- 1KC had not reviewed these photographs in the last 5–10

years. EL had not reviewed his childhood and early adultence. We have called this type of knowledge personalized
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Other assessmentDifferent patterns of autobiographical
Autobiographical episodic memory, semantic memory for famous names
and placesmemory loss in semantic dementia and

medial temporal lobe amnesia: a Lesion location
d EL: global, mild–moderate cerebral atrophy, noticeable especially in thechallenge to the consolidation theory

anterior temporal lobe, and more pronounced on the left than on the right.
The hippocampus may be slightly smaller on the left

d KC: bilateral hippocampus and perihippocampal tissue, right occipital, left
fronto-parietalR. Westmacott, L. Leach, M. Freedman and

M. Moscovitch Lesion type
EL: progressive atrophy possibly due to Pick’s diseaseAbstract
KC: multiple infarct lesion due to closed-head injuryTemporally graded retrograde memory loss, with a disproportionate impairment

of recent relative to remote memories, is considered a hallmark of medial Languagetemporal lobe amnesia. According to consolidation theory, the hippocampal
Englishcomplex, which includes the hippocampal formation, parahippocampal gyrus,

the entorhinal and perirhinal cortex, plays a time-limited role in memory,
needed only until consolidation in the neocortex is complete (Squire,
Psychological Review 1992; 99: 195–231). Recent support for this theory
comes from findings of a reverse gradient in people with semantic dementia
with neocortical degeneration but a relatively preserved hippocampal complex
(Hodges and Graham, Neuropsychologia 1998; 36: 803–25). Consolidation
theory is challenged by evidence that remote autobiographical memory is not
always spared in amnesia (Nadel and Moscovitch, Current Opinion in
Neurobiology 1997; 7: 217–27) and that semantic memory becomes highly
personalized in semantic dementia (Snowden et al., Memory 1995; 3: 225–
46). According to Nadel and Moscovitch, the hippocampal complex is needed
to retain and retrieve detailed memories of autobiographical episodes no
matter how old they are. To test consolidation theory against the opposing
view, we investigated the role of the hippocampal complex in recent and
remote autobiographical and personal semantic memory by contrasting the
memory of a semantic dementia patient, EL, with that of an amnesic patient,
KC, using family photographs as recall cues. KC demonstrated a complete
loss of autobiographical episodes with a sparing of autobiographical facts; EL
demonstrated well-preserved memory for episodes with a reverse gradient for
personally relevant names. The influence of autobiographical significance on
memory for names of public figures was examined further by comparing the
effect that familiarity and recollection had on recognition of names of famous
people and famous places. EL’s memory was influenced by autobiographical
significance, whereas KC’s was not. We propose that the hippocampal complex
plays a permanent role in the storage and retrieval of autobiographical episodes
and that autobiographical significance may affect semantic representations.
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Neurocase Reference Number:
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Primary diagnosis of interest
Semantic dementia

Author’s designation of case
EL and KC

Key theoretical issue
d Does the hippocampal complex play a temporary or permanent role in

autobiographical episodic memory?
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Scan, EEG and related measures
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